
	
In an increasingly competitive job market it’s a video CV that will 
make you stand out from the crowd, something innovative 
recruitment solutions company VideoTalentPool are ensuring is 
accessible for all. 
 
Launching their new-look website this week, interactive recruitment solutions 
company VideoTalentPool has responded to increased demand for its intelligent 
software. The website focusses on enabling Candidates to promote themselves to 
potential Employers with the aid of Video, providing job-seekers with the opportunity 
to create their own personal 3 dimensional profiles, simply and easily. 
 
The clever Video CV’s that can be recorded through the website are the idea of 
Managing Director Peter Griffin. “VideoTalentPool provides candidates with a free 
and clever way to get in front of recruiters”. 
 
“Using an Internet-enabled PC with webcam or mobile device candidates can create 
their own Video CV.  Our intelligent software has been designed for different 
positions and sectors, providing structure and appropriate framework to the Video 
CV recording.   
 
Employers are using Video interviewing more and more, so we are really pleased to 
be in a position where we can provide candidates with a way to get in front of 
potential employers and help them to secure the jobs they want for FREE”. 
 
VideoTalentPool is helping candidates everywhere with the chance to make a good 
first impression and with the ability to view the Video CV recorded and re-record 
where necessary, users can make sure that their video CV portrays their skills and 
attributes to their maximum potential.   
 
VideoTalentPool is the sister company to TalkingCV, the corporate and employer 
focused interactive recruitment website, that provides recruiters with everything they 
need in order to manage the interview process and grow a powerful database of 
video interviews and CVs.  
 
Recording a Video CV through the VideoTalentPool website is free and once 
candidates have completed their Video CV recordings, they are issued with a unique 
URL for their publication, that can be referenced within a Job Board profile or sent to 
a Recruiter.  As their skills / situation changes they can update their profile and re-
record videos to make sure it reflects their current status and provides the best 
chance of success. 
 



VideoTalentPool provides job seekers with an immediate competitive edge over rival 
candidates.  A Video CV is easy to create, send and receive, and helps make sure 
you stand out from the crowd. 
 
Visit VideoTalentPool.com now, to create your own Video CV and help you land that 
dream job. 
 
 
ENDS 
 
 
Editor’s Notes 
Contact the team at Video Talent Pool on 020 7978 0114 and visit the website at 
www.videotalentpool.com or the sister website at www.talkingcv.com You can also 
email the team on sales@videotalentpool.com 
 
 
 


